Submitted to Physical Review Letters. number of 2 decays with this signature excludes, at a confidence level greater than -95%, the decay of the 2 to a pair of fourth-generation, Dirac neutrinos with mass between 2.5 and 22 GeV, decay length less than about 1 cm, and coupling to any of the first three generations of charged leptons. This is the first time the existence of such a lepton coupling to the 7 l has been excluded by a direct search.
-The Standard Model of particle physics does not predict the number of generations where Ue; is a unitary mixing matrix, then the u4 can couple to the lighter charged leptons through the charged weak current u4 + e-W+ (!? = e-, p-, r-) with (V -A) coupling at the W vertex. A simple analogy with the mixing structure of the quark sector would indicate that the u4 would couple most strongly to the third generation charged lepton, the T *. Assuming the u4 mixes with only one other lepton .-generation, the lifetime of the u4 can be expressed in terms of the muon lifetime as f
where f is a phase-space suppression factor1 for massive final state particles which differs appreciably from unity when one or more of the final state particles is a r lepton or charm quark, and m4 is relatively small. The measurements from LEP extend these excluded regions to higher values of m4. Regions f, g, h and i in Fig. 1 correspond to the areas excluded by LEP, but not by MARK II, for ALEPH analyses' similar to those described in the previous paragraph.
Region i is excluded by ALEPH from the measurement of the total hadronic cross section at the 2 peak.
-As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the existence of a new neutral lepton with mass in the -range 11.8 to 20 GeV and mean decay length less than about 1 cm is not excluded c by the analyses described above. Unstable neutral leptons have been excluded over -. limited mass ranges for coupling to e* or p* by the CELLO' and AMY lo collaborations through searches for events with two or more leptons, but have never been l1 ._ eliminated for coupling to the r* by any direct search. In this Letter we describe a search for a fourth-generation, Dirac neutrino with a mean decay length less than _ -about 1 cm and a mass in the range 2.5 to 22 GeV for coupling to the electron, muon or tau lepton. We include the mass range from 2.5 to 11.8 GeV since a u4 has not been excluded in this range by a direct search.
The strategy is to search for events in which the 2 decays to two particles, one of which decays to a final state containing exactly two charged particles (and any ._ number of visible or invisible neutral particles). This strategy is motivated by the .
following three points.
(1) For m4 6 22 GeV, the event can be divided into hemispheres by a simple thrust -analysis to quite accurately separate the decay products of the u4 and ~4.
(2) The expected branching fraction of an unstable u4 to two charged particles is large, generally greater than one-third for the mass range considered in this -analysis.
(3) The theoretical branching fraction of the 2 to a new Dirac neutrino is large so that, given the size of our data sample, the number of produced events with a u4 decaying to two charged particles is expected to be 2 15 for the mass range considered. Conversely, the probability that a hadronic decay of the 2 produces a jet of only two charged particles is small. For this analysis, a reconstructed track in the drift chamber is used if the distance of closest approach to the interaction point is less than 4 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis and less than 6 cm along the beam axis and if the measured momentum perpendicular to the beam axis is greater than 100 MeV. A shower of _-energy in one of the electromagnetic calorimeters is defined to be a neutral particle ._ . if the energy is greater than 500 MeV and the distance between the shower and the closest charged track is at least 5 cm.
To develop the exact selection criteria, we simulate the u4V4 signal using Monte Carlo techniques. An important feature of our simulation is that the polarization and spin correlations of the u4 and ii4 are calculated and incorporated in the decays. l3 For ~4~4 production at the 2, the longitudinal polarization of the u4 averaged over 47r -of solid angle varies from -1.00 for rn4 = 2.5 GeV to -0.93 for rn4 = 22 GeV. The polarization affects the angular distribution of the decay products in the rest frame of the u4 and hence the measured energy of the charged particles in the laboratory frame.
The allowed decay modes, branching fractions and decay kinematics for u4 decay are determined by mq and by the difference in mass of the u4 and the charged lepton to which it couples. The branching fractions are calculated and the decay kinematics simulated by the same procedure that was used for a search for new lepton pairs with arbitrary neutrino mass l4 by the MARK II Collaboration at PEP. We simulate e+e-+ 2 + u4V4 for four u4 masses: rnq = 2.5, 5.0, 10 and 22 GeV.
For each mass, we choose a value for [UT4 I 2 which results in a u4 lifetime long enough to lie in a region of the plane of rn4 versus IU,4j2 which has been previously excluded by a direct search. The simulated cases are indicated as solid dots in Fig. 1 . These are the most conservative cases in our search region since the efficiency for the generated signal to pass our selection criteria is always higher for shorter lifetimes (larger values of 117~41~). The b ranching fraction of the u4 to two charged particles varies from x 87% for ma = 2.5 GeV to x 28% for rnq = 22 GeV. to 25% of the ~4~4 signal, depending on m4.
I
?I'he results of applying the three selection criteria described above to the simu-_-lated ~4~4 and qtj events are shown in Table 1 . All numbers of events are normalized c to the SLC data sample. The results are shown for both the Lund and Webber qa -. Monte Carlos.
_ -
If we observe the number of events predicted by the Lund Monte Carlo, we can expect to exclude the signal for the 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 GeV cases with just the selection criteria described so far, even if we conservatively assume zero expected background.
For the rn4 = 22 GeV case, however, the expected signal would not be excluded at 95% confidence level if we observe the number of background events predicted by the Lund Monte Carlo and conservatively assume zero expected background.
Therefore, for the high-mass cases (m4 2 10 GeV), we select events with high -sphericity. When we apply a criteria of sphericity greater than 0.04 for rnq 2 10 GeV, .-. . the expected signal is large (2 5 events) compared to the expected background (M 1 event). (See Table 1 .)
We now apply the above selection criteria to the data. The number of events passing everything but the sphericity cut is four. When the sphericity requirement is added only one event passes.
To determine the confidence level at which we exclude a u4V4 signal for various values of m4, we first derate the expected signal by 10% to take into account systematic errors such as the statistical error on the Monte Carlo (M 4%) and the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for the SLC data sample (M 5%). We then calculate the confidence level at which the decay of the 2 to ~4~4 is excluded, given the observed signal, assuming the expected number of background events is zero (the most conservative assumption).
With no sphericity cut, the observed number of events (four) excludes a ~4~4 signal up to a mass of at least 10 GeV at a confidence level greater than 95%. When the sphericity cut is added, the observation of only one event passing the selection criteria excludes at a confidence level greater than 95% a ~4~4 signal with mq < 22 GeV down to at least 10 GeV.
Therefore, we exclude at a confidence level greater than 95% the decay of the 2 to a pair of fourth-generation, Dirac-type neutral leptons with a decay length less than ab& 1 cm and a mass between 2.5 and 22 GeV. This excludes a region in a plot of --7724 versus IUr412 shown in Fig. 1 as the area lying above the solid dots (regions a and c i). This is the first time region i has been excluded through a direct search and the -. first time region a has been excluded in any analysis. Although the exact numbers in Table 1 apply strictly to the case of coupling of the 214 to r-only, the conclusions -also apply to coupling of the v4 to e-or p-since the efficiency for the signal to pass the selection criteria is higher for these cases.
-. 
